Fort McAllister State Park Camping Rules & Regulations

Please read the following rules and regulations and ensure that everyone in your group understands them.

As the person registering for the campsite, you will be responsible for the conduct of your group.

For a complete list of rules & regulations, contact the park office.

**Site Rules** - No more than 6 people per site. Sites may have ONE of the following:
- 1 RV, 2 additional vehicles & 1 tent.
- 1 vehicle with pop-up, 1 other vehicle & 1 tent.
- 1 pickup truck with mounted camper, 1 additional vehicle & 1 tent.
- 2 tents & 2 automobiles.

**Quiet Hours** - None must be kept to a bare minimum between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. Any bright lights must be lowered or turned off so as not to shine on neighboring sites.

**Vehicles** - A maximum of two vehicles are allowed on each site. Any additional vehicles can be parked in the boat ramp area.

Each vehicle & golf cart MUST have a $5 ParkPass. Visitors - Visitors must purchase a $5 ParkPass before entering the campgrounds (from park office or camp host after 5 p.m.). Vehicles must park at boat ramp area if they exceed the campsite limit. Visitors are prohibited after 10:00 p.m.

**Intoxicants** - Consumption or use of alcoholic beverages or intoxicants is unlawful in any public use place. Alcoholic beverages must be consumed in the comfort area.

**RV Waste** - Dispose of all wastewater, gray or black, in the dumping station.

**Off-Road Vehicles** - Off-road vehicles are not allowed in Georgia State Parks. This includes ATVs, UTVs, non-roadworthy golf carts, motorized bicycles, go-carts and electric scooters. Golf carts MUST purchase a $5 ParkPass. Go-carts and scooters are permitted if they meet state standards listed at the park or are used as an extension of mobility for a disability.

**Water Activities** - Fishing is allowed on the pier. Swimming is not allowed anywhere on the park.

**Pets** - Pets are welcome in the park and campground as long as they are quiet and on a six foot leash. Pets must be attended at all times. Dogs are only allowed in cottage #3 with advanced notice and after payment of a pet fee.

**Garbage** - Garbage must be placed in dumpsters only. Fruits, shrimp, crab or oyster waste may be dumped in the creek near fish cleaning table. Do not throw household waste in restroom receptacles.

**Smoking** - Smoking is prohibited in all state buildings, including campground comfort stations.

**Water Rentals** - Canoes, Kayaks, and Paddle Boards can be rented at the Park Office between 8:00 am and 4:30 pm.

**Fishing Licenses** - Available at the Park Office between 8:00 am and 4:30 pm.

Please report any violation of these rules to Park Staff or Campground Host at any time (day or night). It is our goal to ensure you have an enjoyable camping experience and these rules & regulations are designed for that purpose.

**Check-Out Time is 1:00 p.m.**

Thank You, Park Staff

For after-hours disturbances or emergencies, contact camp host or call:

- **Park Manager:** (912) 727-3135
- **Asst. Manager:** (912) 727-2328
- **Bryan Co. Emergency Center:** (912) 756-2181

**Redbird Creek Trail Distances**

- Point A-B, Gate to Bridge ............................................ 7 Mile
- Point B-C, Bridge to Intersection ............................... 3 Mile
- Point C-D, Intersection to Tower .............................. 5 Mile
- Point D-B, Intersection to Bridge .............................. 9 Mile
- Point B-A, Bridge to Gate ............................................ 7 Mile

Total Distance ......................................................... 3.1 Mile

**In Case of Emergency**

Park staff residences are indicated on the map.

**Emergency ......................... 911**

**Park Emergency Phones** ........................................
- (912) 727-3135
- (912) 727-2328
- (912) 756-2181

The nearest medical/emergency services are located in Richmond Hill or at St. Joseph’s Hospital in Savannah on Hwy. 204.
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**Park Information**

- **Park Hours** .......................... 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
- **Office Hours** .................... 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
- **Museum Hours** ................. 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
- **Address** ............................. 3894 Fl. McAllister Rd.
- **Location** ............................ Richmond Hill, GA 31324

**Reservations** ................. 1-800-886-7275

**Website** ......................... www.GaStateParks.org
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**Fort McAllister State Park**

**Camping Rules & Regulations**

Please read the following rules and regulations and ensure that everyone in your group understands them.

As the person registering for the campsite, you will be responsible for the conduct of your group.

For a complete list of rules & regulations, contact the park office.

**Site Rules** - No more than 6 people per site. Sites may have ONE of the following:

- 1 RV, 2 additional vehicles & 1 tent.
- 1 vehicle with pop-up, 1 other vehicle & 1 tent.
- 1 pickup truck with mounted camper, 1 additional vehicle & 1 tent.
- 2 tents & 2 automobiles.

**Quiet Hours** - Noise must be kept to a bare minimum between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. Any bright lights must be lowered or turned off as to not shine on neighboring sites. Vehicles - A maximum of two vehicles are allowed on each site. Any additional vehicles can be parked in the boat ramp area. Each vehicle & golf cart MUST have a $5 ParkPass. Visitors - Visitors must purchase a $5 ParkPass before entering the campground (from park office or camp host after 5 p.m.). Vehicles must park at boat ramp area if they exceed the campsite limit. Visitors are prohibited after 10:00 p.m.

**Intoxicants** - Consumption or use of alcoholic beverages or intoxicants is unlawful in any public use place. Alcoholic beverages must be consumed on the premises.

**RV Waste** - Dispose of all wastewater, gray or black, in the dump station.

**Off-Road Vehicles** - Off-road vehicles are not allowed in Georgia State Parks. This includes ATVs, UTVs, non-roadworthy golf carts, motorized bicycles, go-carts, and electric scooters. Golf carts MUST purchase a $5 ParkPass. Golf carts and scooters are permitted if they meet state standards listed at the park or are used as an extension of mobility for a disability.

**ParkPass** - A parking fee is required at all state parks, and proceeds go toward park maintenance. Frequent visitors can save money with an Annual ParkPass. Join the Friends of Georgia State Parks and get a free Annual ParkPass. The daily ParkPass is valid at all state parks visited that day.

**Redbird Creek Trail Distances**

- Point A-B, Gate to Bridge ........................................ 0.7 Mile
- Point B-C, Bridge to Intersection ................................. 3 Mile
- Point C-D, Intersection to Tower ............................... 5 Mile
- Point D-B, Intersection to Bridge .............................. 9 Mile
- Point B-A, Bridge to Gate ........................................ 7 Mile
- Total Distance ....................................................... 3.1 Mile

**In Case of Emergency**

Park staff residences are indicated on the map.

- Emergency......................................................... 911
- Park Emergency Phones: (912) 727-3135
- (912) 727-2326
- E.M.T/Ambulance: (912) 756-2181

The nearest medical/emergency services are located in Richmond Hill or at St. Joseph's Hospital in Savannah on Hwy. 204.